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Event-Related Functional Network Identification:
Application to EEG Classification
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Abstract—Recent works on brain functional analysis have ac-
centuated the importance of distributed functional networks and
synchronized activity between networks in mediating cognitive
functions. The network perspective is important to relate mech-
anisms of brain functions and the basis for classifying brain states.
In this work, the network patterns related to neural tasks based
on synchronization measure phase-locking value (PLV) in an elec-
troencephalogram (EEG) are analyzed. Based on network dissimi-
larities between the rest and motor imagery tasks, important nodes
and channel pairs corresponding to motor tasks are identified. A
framework is developed to identify these most reactive channel
pairs that form the subject-specific functional network. The iden-
tified functional network corresponding to tasks demonstrate sig-
nificant PLV variation in line with the experiment protocol. With
the selection of subject-specific reactive band, these channel pairs
provide even higher variation corresponding to tasks. To demon-
strate the potential of the developed framework to brain–computer
interface, identified network patterns are employed as features for
classification of tasks. Analysis performed with the two classes (left-
hand and right-hand motor imagery EEG data) showed that the
proposed approach yielded better classification results compared
to earlier band-power based approaches for single trial analysis.

Index Terms—Classification, connectivity, electroencephalo-
graphic (EEG), phase locking value (PLV), reactive band,
threshold.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE lack of reliable techniques to accurately map the hu-
man brain locations with the associated functionalities or

tasks being performed makes it difficult to understand the task-
processing involved in the brain. Connectivity between different
brain locations plays a vital role in understanding the brain
functioning. Information from one or more of non-invasive
imaging techniques such as fMRI, MEG, EEG and MRI can
help in understanding the pattern of the neural pathways that
underlie human brain functions. Electroencephalogram (EEG)
stands preeminent among the methods for interpreting the cor-
tical activity due to its good temporal resolution. The brain’s
functional connectivity perspective can best help in understand-
ing the mechanisms of brain functioning when the subject is per-
forming certain actions/events/tasks [1]. Identification of these
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event/task-specific functional connectivity patterns can help in
identifying the corresponding specific brain locations. The dy-
namic connectivity analysis of the event-specific pattern can
further help in understanding the event related processing in the
brain. Event-specific functional connectivity pattern can also
play a critical role in the realization of brain-computer inter-
face (BCI) systems [2], in understanding the cognitive process
involved [3], and in clinical applications [4].

Over the recent years, synchronized activity analysis of the
brain has gained popularity in analyzing the brain’s functional
connectivity and the patterns related to it [1], [5]. Earlier works
have explored the identification of the brain’s functional con-
nectivity from fMRI using synchrony analysis (e.g., functional
connectivity during distinct cognitive tasks and subject’s mo-
tion [3], [6], resting state dynamic functional connectivity [5],
[7]–[9]). Synchrony analysis of the human brain allows us to
anatomize the structural, functional and effective cognitive con-
nectivity patterns involved in the brain task-processing [4], [5],
[10]–[12]. The connectivity patterns allow us to identify the
distributed network patterns of the brain. Use of graph theory
and graph/network measures [11], [13] can further provide more
insight into the basis of network connectivity.

Brain connectivity is mostly analyzed by contriving a syn-
chronous activity in the brain as a synchronization measure ma-
trix. To analyze the event-specific dynamic connectivity of the
brain, it is necessary to estimate the synchrony patterns during
stimulus at different frequency bands amongst different EEG
electrodes over the entire scalp and compute the correspond-
ing measure matrices. Various measures for connectivity have
been proposed in the literature [14], [15] for mapping the brain
connectivity. It has been observed that the phase information
based synchrony measures are more discerning than amplitude
information based measures because of their sensitivity to the
changes in the synchrony. So, phase locking value (PLV) is
exploited to measure the synchronization and study brain con-
nectivity patterns [16]. Phase synchronization can be calculated
either between regions of the brain or between nodes of the
brain. Normal brain phase synchronization can occur at various
frequencies, time scales, and coupling strengths [17].

Dynamic variations in the phase synchronization pattern can
be used to analyze the complex task-related processing in the
brain [17]–[19]. Since phase synchronization pattern is task-
specific it can be employed as a feature to classify EEG events.
To enhance the EEG classification accuracies, several works
based on EEG amplitude and phase features were proposed
[2], [20]–[29]. Most of these works either consider the syn-
chronization pattern of the whole brain as event-specific brain
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Fig. 1. Layout and timing scheme [33]. EEG electrode locations of the
protocol (left), protocol used for EEG data collection (right).

functional network or employ some selected features based on
feature selection algorithms that result in a high dimensional
feature space. Further, existing methods on the identification of
the event-specific brain functional network rely on longer time
averages and/or wider frequency bands [10], [11]. The identifi-
cation of dynamic network patterns corresponding to an event
of the brain is a challenging task and yet to be explored [30],
[31]. Hence, there have been considerable interests on the iden-
tification of an event-related dynamic brain functional network
to understand the dynamic behavior of the brain associated with
complex tasks.

Identification of the event-specific functional network is im-
portant to study the event-specific temporal variations in brain
processing. Through significantly long range connections iden-
tified with the synchrony analysis, it is possible to explain the
event-related cognitive interactions between regions of the brain
[32]. Another important way to analyze the task related behav-
ior of EEG is through its frequency domain analysis. Instead of
averaging the behavior over wider frequency bands, identifying
an appropriate frequency band that corresponds to the task will
lead to better functional analysis.

In this paper, we develop a framework using the PLV as a mea-
sure to identify the significant electrode configurations that are
subject- and event-specific. With the time-frequency mapping of
the PLV, the most significant channel pairs corresponding to the
subject-specific reactive band are identified. The study shows
that the identified channel pairs corresponding to a particular
task demonstrate significant PLV variations. Further, the paper
also demonstrates the applicability of the proposed approach
to BCI applications. The identified important channel pairs are
employed as features to classify the tasks.

This paper is organized as follows: The framework to identify
the connectivity matrix, the most reactive pairs and the reactive
band is discussed in Section II. In Section III, the framework
developed in the paper is demonstrated on the BCI competition
IV data set 2a. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. METHODS

In this section, we first discuss the data set employed for
analysis in this paper. The BCI competition IV data set 2a [33]
comprises EEG data of 9 subjects and contains data of motor
imagery tasks for left and right hands, imagery movement tasks
of both feet and the tongue. The timing scheme and the locations
of the EEG recordings are shown in Fig. 1. At the beginning of

each trial (from t = 0 s) a fixation cross was displayed till a
cue form of arrow appears (at t = 2 s). The arrow represents
the desired motor imagery task to be performed. After the arrow
display for 1.25 s, again a fixation cross was displayed. During
this fixation cross display period, the subjects were asked to
carry out the desired motor imagery task until the fixation cross
disappeared from the screen at t = 6 s. Finally, a short break
followed when the screen was blank (after, t = 6 s). The analysis
in this paper is limited to the left hand and right hand motor
imagery. The EEG signals collected were sampled with 250 Hz
and band pass filtered between 0.5 Hz and 100 Hz. The data was
further band pass filtered by using butterworth bandpass filter
of order 5 to obtain alpha band EEG.

The event/task-related most reactive electrode pairs form the
basis for functional networks. The objective is to identify these
most reactive electrode pairs corresponding to the two tasks that
are distinct and can represent task-specific functional networks.
To illustrate the objective, the dynamic connectivity of the most
reactive electrode pairs during the two different tasks for ‘n’
channel EEG data are shown in Fig. 2. The two sets of elec-
trode pairs corresponding to their respective tasks are shown in
different regions.

The overview of the proposed framework to achieve the above
objective is shown in Fig. 3. Firstly, PLV is calculated over
several trials between all electrode pair combinations of ‘n’
channel EEG. Based on PLV variations with the protocol, the
reactive band and the reactive pairs corresponding to each task
are identified. Then, the functional connectivity formed with
the reactive pairs is analyzed. Finally, the reactive band and
the reactive pairs are identified during single trial analysis and
are employed to classify the events. In what follows, the stages
A-E shown sequentially in Fig. 3 are organized as subsections
accordingly.

A. Phase Locking Value (PLV)

Synchronization measures are statistical measures that can
be used to quantify interactions between different brain areas.
In this paper, we employ PLV to analyze the phase synchro-
nization activity between a pair of electrodes. PLV and cross
spectrum are much alike – the former is independent of the
amplitude, whereas the later employs both amplitude and phase
of the two signals [2], [22], [34]. Since, PLV is independent
of amplitude, it can be a more appropriate measure to analyze
phase synchrony. For a process with several trials data, the PLV
at a time-frequency instant can be defined as [34],

PLV(t, f) =
1
N

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

N∑

n=1

exp(j{�Φn (t, f)})
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(1)

where N is the total number of trials in the process and
ΔΦn (t, f) is defined as,

ΔΦn (t, f) = Φch1(t, f) − Φch2(t, f) (2)

is the instantaneous phase difference between pair of nodes in
nth trial. Φch1(t, f) and Φch2(t, f) are the instantaneous phases
of the signals in channel 1 and channel 2 respectively. With (2),
for all combinations of time and frequency, instantaneous phase
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Fig. 2. Objective of the work.

Fig. 3. Overview of the work-flow.

difference (ΔΦn (t, f)) is computed for all pairs of channels of
subjects and trials. The average PLV over all trials can be ob-
tained with (1). A PLV of zero indicates that the phases of the two
signals are not coupled and a PLV of one signifies that the signals
are perfectly coupled. For single trial analysis, PLV at a time-
frequency instant can be also computed using (1) with N being
the total number of samples within analyzed time epoch of trial.
To analyze the synchrony, the instantaneous phase of the signal
can be either estimated with a Hilbert transform or wavelet trans-
form. For event-related data, wavelet-based methods are perti-
nent compared to Hilbert transform [35]. As shown in Fig. 2,
wavelet transform is applied to the band-pass filtered data of all
channels. With (1) and (2), PLV time-frequency mapping can be
obtained for further analysis for all electrodes/channels pairs.

B. Identification of Event-Specific Reactive Band

The narrow frequency band in which PLV of EEG shows
significant variations between the tasks is called reactive band.
These variations in EEG are generally restricted to a small fre-
quency band, i.e., 2–3 Hz bandwidth [36]–[38]. In this paper,
we also extend this analysis for identification of reactive band
for PLV time-frequency mapping. To identify the reactive band,
we compute the difference between PLV’s (dPLV) of task and
reference states for all electrode pairs in the band of the interest.
The frequency band of interest normally depends on type of
task, for e.g, alpha band is selected for motor tasks [39]. The
difference-PLV in full band, dPLVFB is defined as:

dPLVFB = PLVtask − PLVref (3)

where PLVtask is the average PLV during the task duration and
PLVref is the average PLV during reference period duration.
These are obtained from the PLV time-frequency mapping. Us-
ing (3), we compute dPLVFB for all electrode pair combinations
of subject task in the full band. Analysis of dPLVFB vs fre-
quency allows us to identify the subject-specific reactive band.

The frequency band that shows significant variation in PLV can
be identified from the average dPLVFB. In line with the earlier
studies [36]–[38], [40], a search algorithm can be employed to
find a band with 2 Hz bandwidth. The identified band is subject
and event specific. Reasons for selection of this 2 Hz band will
be discussed in detail in the results section.

One of the main limitations of the synchrony analysis is that
it is hard to differentiate true physiological coupling between
neural assemblies and false synchronization that occurs due to
the volume conduction through the skull and scalp, and various
noise sources [41]. This problem exists in electrode pairs that
are very close. With dPLV, the false synchrony affect can be
minimized as it relies on the relative synchrony changes between
the two tasks. Thus, (3) can identify the true synchrony due to the
task as it only computes the change in synchrony level during
the task compared to the reference. dPLVFB in reactive band,
hereafter referred as dPLVRB, provides even better task related
synchrony variations. The rest of the analysis in this paper will
be mainly focussed on dPLVRB.

C. Identification of Most Reactive Pairs (MRP)

Most reactive electrode pairs (MRP) are the electrode pairs
that represent the task and demonstrate significant variations in
PLV between task and reference. The electrode pairs with high
difference in dPLVRB can be identified by arranging all electrode
pairs in a descending order based on dPLVRB values and then
selecting ‘n’ number of significant pairs with high dPLVRB.
These ‘n’ electrode pairs form the most reactive pairs (MRP) of
the event. Network connectivity formed with the MRPs which
corresponds to an activity has a pivotal role as they form the
basis for the identity of an event. They show significant changes
with the change in the state of the activity. Identification of
optimal number of MRP (‘n’) is crucial to form the network
that decodes the functionality. However, the selection of ‘n’
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that represent an event-related network is an open problem in
neuroscience research.

In this paper, ‘n’ is identified as follows:

Step 1: in the identified reactive band, compute the mean and
standard deviation (SD) corresponding to all pairs dPLVRB

values (here, mean = 〈dPLVallpair
RB 〉 and SD is the average of

the squared differences of all dPLVRB values from the mean).
Step 2: arrange all dPLVRB values in descending order
Step 3: compute the cumulative mean (〈dPLVn

RB〉) of ‘n’ orderly
selected pairs vs. ‘n’

Step 4: identify 〈dPLVn
RB〉 value corresponding to mean +

2.5 × SD (i.e., 99% significant dPLV level compared to
〈dPLVallpair

RB 〉)
Step 5: identify ‘n’ corresponding to the significant level in

step 4
Step 6: select the ‘n’ number of ordered pairs as significant

MRPs corresponding to a subject event.

These identified MRPs based on ‘n’ are subject and event-
specific. ‘n’ corresponding to the full band can be also identified
using the above procedure by plotting 〈dPLVn

FB〉 Vs. ‘n’ with
dPLVFB values.

D. Threshold and Functional Network

To analyze the event-related network’s dynamic behavior, we
need to set a proper threshold for the MRP. A pair of nodes are
said to be connected if the corresponding synchrony between
them is above a certain threshold level. Various techniques were
proposed to set a threshold to form significant network [17],
[19]. However, there is no generalized procedure available to
set a proper threshold. A proper selection of this level is crucial
since it affects the connectivity level of the brain functional
network.

The PLV of the MRP is averaged over the identified reactive
band. The threshold is obtained by averaging the synchrony of
MRPs identified during task and reference periods as follows:

Threshold =
〈PLVMRP

task 〉 + 〈PLVMRP
ref 〉

2
(4)

where 〈PLVMRP
task 〉 and 〈PLVMRP

ref 〉 are the mean synchrony of
MRPs during task and reference. As the objective is to differen-
tiate the two tasks, the threshold that is based on mean of PLV of
the tasks can clearly differentiate the two tasks. Threshold value
identified here is subject-event-specific. The functional network
can be formed by applying the threshold (above threshold is ‘1’
and below threshold is ‘0’).

E. Task Classification

To classify the hand movement motor imagery tasks, support
vector machines (SVMs) with RBF kernel is employed [42].
The PLV values of the MRPs of both the tasks are selected as
features. The available data set is divided into training and test-
ing data subsets that are disjoint. Using the training data, SVM
classifier’s parameter regularization constant (C) and Kernel pa-
rameter variance (σ2) are fine-tuned with the grid search algo-
rithm [42]. For each pair of C and σ2 , a 10-fold cross validation

was performed. The pair with the best classification accuracy is
chosen as the optimal meta-parameter set for the SVM classifier
to classify the testing data.

III. RESULTS

To objectively analyze the developed framework, BCI com-
petition IV data set 2a [33] is considered for analysis in this
section. The analysis is limited to alpha band (6–14) Hz as it is
more appropriate for the motor imagery analysis. For analysis
in this paper, the rest duration is selected as the reference task.

We decompose the signal into time-frequency mapping with
complex-valued Morlet wavelet transform by convolving the
signal with wavelet. Morlet wavelet transform is selected as
it produces a superior time-frequency resolution. To get a fine
insight into the time-frequency domain, the decomposition of
the signal in time-frequency domain is performed by selecting
50 frequency bins within the alpha band. The data of all subjects
is analyzed. For all the subjects, time-frequency mapping of
phase synchrony is obtained for all electrode pairs (C22

2 pairs
possible for the 22 channel EEG data). The network formed of
22 electrodes can have a maximum of C22

2 = 231 edges between
them. Single trial PLV calculations are performed using 0.8 s
as time window with 0.4 s overlap over the whole task duration
of 3.5 s.

For illustration, the analysis for two tasks of subject #8
(S#8(LH) and S#8(RH)) are presented in Section IIIA − D.
More subjects’ results are also presented in some subsections
for better exposition.

A. Phase Locking Value

PLV mapping is obtained for all 231 electrode pairs of all
the subjects. For illustration, time-frequency PLV of selected
electrode pairs of subject #8 (LH and RH) are shown in Fig. 4.
One can notice that there are significant variations in PLV with
respect to the experiment cue and further these variations are
limited to a small frequency band (9–11 Hz). These patterns
are present in a significant number of electrode pairs in all the
subjects. Identification of these highly reactive electrode pairs
and reactive band is crucial to form the event-related network.

Electrode pairs that demonstrate significant increase in syn-
chrony after the stimulus are responsible for the corresponding
event. The PLV variation of the electrode pair (1, 18) of subject
#8 (LH) with respect to the experiment time-line is shown in
Fig. 5. A significant increment in the PLV level after cue can be
observed in the figure. By selection of the reactive band, there
is a further increment in PLV level before and after onset of cue.
In what follows, the selection of reactive band and reactive pairs
will be discussed.

B. Event-Specific Reactive Band

To identify the reactive band, the difference between the PLVs
during rest and activity are computed as defined in (3) for all
subjects. For left (LH) and right hand (RH) motor imagery tasks,
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Fig. 4. PLV in time-frequency domain for selected electrode pair combinations of S#8 (RH) and S#8 (LH) imagery tasks (blue color marked pairs corresponds
to right hand motor imagery and pink color marked pairs corresponds to left hand motor imagery).

Fig. 5. Illustration of PLV increment after cue for an electrode pair (1, 18) in full band and selected reactive band.

dPLV is computed as follows:

dPLVLH
FB = PLVLH − PLVrest

dPLVRH
FB = PLVRH − PLVrest

where PLVLH and PLVRH correspond to the average PLVs during
motor imagery tasks (3 s to 4.5 s) and PLVrest is the average PLV
during the rest task (0.5 s to 2 s). The obtained dPLV plots of
all electrode pairs for four subjects (S#3, S#4, S#8 and S#9)
are shown in Fig. 6. The average dPLV vs frequency plots are
also shown in the same figure. In all the four subjects, the
dominant PLV changes are constrained to a small reactive band
with 2–3 Hz bandwidth. The average dPLV plots further support
this conclusion. To identify this band, 2 Hz frequency window
search algorithm is employed [37]. The identified reactive bands
are also highlighted in Fig. 6. The 2 Hz frequency band that
corresponds to the highest area under the dPLV curve is selected
as the reactive band as shown in Fig. 6. Our analysis shows
that the area under the mean dPLV curve that corresponds to
reactive band (2 Hz bandwidth) contains nearly 35–40% of the

total area (6–14 Hz full band). Hence, the selected 2 Hz bin
has significant variations in PLV compared to the full band. The
identified reactive bands of all subject-tasks are in line with the
earlier results [37] and are tabulated in Table I. The reactive
band could not be identified for two subjects S#1 and S#6, and
hence the full band is selected as the reactive band. With the
successful identification of the reactive band, the next step will
be to identify the most reactive pairs based on this step.

C. Event-Specific Most Reactive Pairs

From the dPLV plots shown in Fig. 6, one can notice that there
are significant number of electrode pairs that have high average
PLV difference between the rest and the task. For illustration,
the dPLV plots for the identified reactive band for both the tasks
of S#8 are shown in Fig. 7(a). The average dPLV of S#8(RH) for
all electrode pairs are shown in Fig. 7(b). By ordering the pairs
in the descending order, one can identify the reactive electrode
pairs as shown in Fig. 7(c). The identified reactive pairs for
various values of ‘n’ for S#8(RH) are shown in Fig. 7(d). Here
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Fig. 6. dPLV plots for S#3, S#4, S#8 and S#9 of all pairs and their corresponding average dPLV with frequency. Identified 2 Hz reactive band is highlighted in
RED color.

TABLE I

Subject Reactive band (Hz) MRP number (‘n’) Threshold

FB RB

S#1(RH) 6–14 11 11 0.73
S#1(LH) 6–14 4 4 0.67
S#2(RH) 12–14 23 21 0.69
S#2(LH) 8.6–10.6 5 16 0.60
S#3(RH) 8.8–10.8 10 11 0.67
S#3(LH) 11.2–13.2 18 16 0.65
S#4(RH) 10.6–12.6 14 8 0.62
S#4(LH) 10.7–12.7 17 10 0.67
S#5(RH) 10.4–12.4 5 8 0.65
S#5(LH) 10.9–12.9 9 11 0.71
S#6(RH) 6–14 19 19 0.65
S#6(LH) 6–14 12 12 0.73
S#7(RH) 11.8–13.8 5 9 0.65
S#7(LH) 9.9–11.9 9 7 0.64
S#8(RH) 8.9–10.9 15 13 0.67
S#8(LH) 9.4–11.4 13 9 0.62
S#9(RH) 8.9–10.9 9 10 0.70
S#9(LH) 9.9–11.9 4 9 0.66
mean 11.22 11.33 0.6656

FB - Full band; RB - Reactive band.

‘n’ = 5 implies the selection of the top 5 electrode pairs with high
average dPLV. These high reactive pairs shown in the Fig. 7(d)
are event specific. The contralateral presence of these reactive
pairs [39] is consistent across all subjects and tasks.

To select the optimal number of electrode pairs, as discussed
earlier in the methods section, the cumulative mean of ‘n’ or-
derly selected pairs 〈dPLVn

RB〉 vs. ‘n’ and 〈dPLVn
FB〉 vs. ‘n’ are

computed for all subject’s and events. Plots of 〈dPLVn
RB〉 and

〈dPLVn
FB〉 vs. ‘n’ for two subject events are shown in Fig. 8. In

Fig. 8, the reactive band plots are shown in blue and the full
band plots are shown in red. Corresponding means and 2.5 ×
SD values are also shown for the full band and the reactive band.
For all the subject events, with the increase of ‘n’, 〈dPLVn

RB〉
and 〈dPLVn

FB〉 decreases. The ‘n’ value that corresponds to the
99% significant levels for the reactive band and the full band
are identified (intersection of 〈dPLVn

RB〉, 〈dPLVn
FB〉 with their

respective 2.5 × SD lines). The identified ‘n’ for all subjects
and events are also tabulated in Table. I. The mean and stan-
dard deviations of the number of electrode pairs identified for
all subjects and events in full and reactive bands are 11.22 ±
5.64 and 11.33 ± 4.29 respectively. This shows that the most
significant electrode pairs are generally within the top 5% to
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Fig. 7. (a) dPLVRB of S#8 (RH) and (LH) for all pairs (b) dPLV averaged over frequency for S#8 (RH) as stick diagram (c) Ordered pair values from high to low
(d) 5, 10, 15 and 20 MRP for S#8 (RH) and (LH).

Fig. 8. Cumulative mean of ‘n’ orderly selected pairs Vs ‘n’ in full band and reactive band of S#8 and S#9.

7% of the total electrode pairs. For the subjects S#1 and S#6,
since the reactive band can not be identified, the full band ‘n’ is
selected. These ‘n’ pairs among the 231 electrode pairs form the
subject-event specific MRP. Hence for a subject, we have two
sets of electrode pairs MRP(LH) and MRP(RH) that uniquely
represent the tasks of the subject. In the following section, the
identified MRPs are used to form the functional network.

D. Threshold Selection and Event-Specific Functional
Network

The dynamic changes of MRP related to a task can be identi-
fied by setting a proper threshold. The threshold decides whether

a particular electrode pair is connected or not. The threshold is
computed according to (4) for both the tasks as follows:

ThresholdRH =
〈PLVMRP

RH 〉 + 〈PLVMRP
rest 〉

2

ThresholdLH =
〈PLVMRP

LH 〉 + 〈PLVMRP
rest 〉

2

where 〈PLVMRP
RH 〉, 〈PLVMRP

LH 〉 and 〈PLVMRP
rest 〉 are the average PLV

of MRPs during tasks and rest. The computed thresholds ob-
tained for all subjects and events are tabulated in Table I. The
identified threshold has very little variation across all subjects
and tasks. This further highlights the robustness of the proposed
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Fig. 9. Event-specific functional network. The highlighted electrode pair represents the pair with highest dPLV.

Fig. 10. PLV variation of MRP(LH) and MRP(RH) in full band and reactive band for S#8.

approach. At every epoch, the pair with a PLV above a threshold
is considered to be ‘1’ and ‘0’ otherwise (1 means connection
and 0 means no connection for the formation of the dynamic
functional network).

The functional network maps formed with the threshold se-
lection for S#8 RH and LH tasks at selected time instants are
shown in Fig. 9. The experimental time line is also shown in the
same figure. During the motor imagery period, a dense connec-
tivity pattern of MRPs on the opposite side of the motor cortex
region corresponding to the task can be seen. For all subjects,

contralateral presence of connectivity patterns were observed.
The connectivity maps for S#3, S#4, S#8, and S#9 are also pre-
sented in Fig. 9. The most reactive pair with the highest dPLV is
highlighted in bold. The identified functional network can form
the basis for task identification and the same can be employed
to classify the tasks.

The average PLV of MRP(LH) and MRP(RH) for both the
motor imagery tasks of S#8 in full band (6-14 Hz) with respect
to the experimental time line are shown in the first column of
Fig. 10. For S#8(LH) task, we can observe that the average PLV
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Fig. 11. Classification performance for all subjects and methods.

of MRP(LH) increased, whereas the average PLV of MRP(RH)
decreased as shown in Fig. 10(a). This difference for an event
is further amplified with the selection of the reactive band as
shown in Fig. 10(b). Similar interpretations can be drawn for
S#8(RH) task for plots shown in Fig. 10(c) and (d). Although
the MRP(LH) and MRP(RH) are formulated from the disjointed
sets of data, the combined analysis shows interesting results.
The PLV of MRPs corresponding to tasks can be employed as
features for the classification of tasks as will be shown in the
next section.

E. Classification of Tasks

For single trial analysis, EEG epochs of 0.8 s window with
0.4 s overlap are employed for the PLV calculation (whole task
period of 3.5 s is considered for all subject-event trials). Subject-
wise classification performance is carried out. For all the sub-
jects, we use 90% of samples for training and the rest 10% for
testing. The MRPs and reactive band are identified based on
training data. The sample dimension C22

2 represents the total
number of possible electrode pair combinations. As the feature
dimension is high, we reduce the dimension of test data feature
space to be equal to that of MRPs of the subject. Thus, the di-
mension is reduced to the size of MRP(LH)+MRP(RH) from
the initial size of C22

2 . 10-fold cross validation on the test data
is performed with the corresponding MRPs identified using the
training data.

To test the robustness of the PLV based classification, we
compare the performance with the well-known amplitude based
features. Amplitude information at C3 and C4 locations of the
EEG montage is considered as features since these locations dis-
play event-related desynchronization (ERD) phenomenon [39],
[43]. For single trial data, amplitude information is obtained
with the wavelet transform. Using the training data, support
vector machines (SVM) with RBF Kernel classifier’s parame-
ters regularization constant (C) and Kernel parameter variance

Fig. 12. Average classification accuracy for all the four cases.

(σ2) are evaluated over the complete range (2−15 ≤ C ≤ 215

and 2−15 ≤ σ2 ≤ 215) using the grid search algorithm as in
[42]. The best pair of (C, σ2) based on the training performance
is chosen for the classifier.

To analyze the effectiveness of the PLV based features for
task classification, the following four cases are compared:

1) C3 & C4 (EEG amplitude)
2) PLV in Full band (6–14 Hz)
3) PLV in Reactive band
4) PLV in Reactive band and C3 & C4 (Amplitude).
Results obtained for all four cases with 10-fold cross vali-

dation on the test data are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Over all
subjects, the mean classification accuracies obtained are: [a)]
58.75% [b)] 61.80% [c)] 64.27% [d)] 64.50%. The selection of
the reactive band increases the classification accuracy in 6 out
of 9 subjects. On an average, a 3.70% classification accuracy
improvement can be obtained with the selection of the reac-
tive band. The average classification accuracy obtained in [c)]
(64.27%) is higher compared to those in cases [a)] (58.75%) and
[b)] (61.80%). In case [d)] (64.50%) where both the amplitude
and phase features are employed together, there is a insignificant
improvement in accuracy as compared to [c)].
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To check whether these four sets of results have any signifi-
cant difference in the mean, a repeated measures ANOVA was
employed. Overall, we found that the mean accuracy obtained
from each method were significantly different (F = 15.583,
df = 3, p < 0.001). Post hoc analysis with Bonferroni cor-
rection reveal that the accuracy obtained by using features from
PLV in reactive band is significantly better than that of amplitude
feature alone (p < 0.001). The inclusion of reactive band im-
proves the accuracy significantly compared to the PLV features
in the full band (p = 0.006). However, the PLV in full band out-
performed the amplitude features marginally (p = 0.085). Also,
the combined features of both PLV and amplitude performs in-
differently as compared to the PLV in reactive band. Hence, we
conclude that the PLV provides more meaningful information
as compared to the amplitude. The reactive band significantly
improves the classification accuracy.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

Although the analysis in this paper has been limited to motor
imagery tasks, the framework developed can be easily extended
to analyze other neural mechanisms like emotion, intention,
neural disorders and so on. Our analysis has shown that the pro-
posed approach can be successfully used to identify the MRPs
associated with particular events and thus to identify the corre-
sponding event-specific brain functional connectivity patterns.
The contralateral presence of the identified MRPs further sup-
ports our proposed framework. From the functional networks
of the subjects in Fig. 9, one can observe denser connectivity
patterns during the event duration compared to the rest duration.
These distinct network patterns can help to analyze the network
differences between subjects over time for the analyzed tasks.

The time-frequency mapping of PLVs considered in this paper
was motivated from the works [39], [43]. ERD/ERS is an energy
transition that exists in motor imagery tasks and it is highly
frequency band-specific and can occur at various locations [39],
[43]. Thus we expected PLV to also show similar phenomenon
to that of ERD/ERS. Hence, we employed phase synchrony
analysis between all of pairs of electrodes in time-frequency
domain. As expected, similar to ERS phenomenon (as shown in
Fig. 4) has been observed in many electrode pair combinations
for all the subjects and events. The frequency band-specific
changes seen in PLVs form the basis for the determination of
event-specific reactive bands and reactive pairs.

Alpha frequency band varies to a large extent due to factors
such as memory, performance, age etc. [44]. This may be the
primary reason for existence of the subject-specific reactive
band. In 2 out of 9 subjects, the reactive band could not be
identified. The possible reason for this failure can be due to
either a very fast individual alpha frequency or a very slow
alpha rhythm.

We have observed that the average MRPs identified for each
task in the full and reactive bands are almost the same (11.22 ±
5.64 in full band and 11.33 ± 4.29 in reactive band). This shows
that the reactive pairs are independent of the band selection.
However, the difference PLV (which is important for task clas-
sification) is improved with the reactive band selection. With the

selection of the reactive band, the classification accuracy is also
improved. Thus, the reactive band selection plays an important
role in improving the classification performance. The consis-
tency of the MRPs identified at different runs of the cross valida-
tion shows that the patterns identified corresponding to an event
were not random. The identified MRPs are event-related MRPs
and the pattern is event-related functional network pattern.

With the proposed analysis in this paper, slightly better clas-
sification results have been obtained compared to power-based
feature analysis in [37] and PLV-based feature analysis in [23],
[26]. With this approach, the classification accuracies have also
been comparable to those obtained with the single trial PLV
analysis as in [24]–[29]. Most of these works have considered
either the whole brain’s synchronization [24]–[27], [29], longer
time averages [26], [28] and/or wider frequency bands [23], or
selected features with high feature space [24]–[27], [29], [37].
However, in this work, we have considered a single phase cou-
pling measure PLV with time epochs of 0.8 s with a sliding
window. Hence, understanding the temporal dynamics of sin-
gle trial and its underlying connectivity patterns has been easier
[30], [31]. Moreover, we have notably shown that, with our pro-
posed analysis the performance is comparable to the usual BCI
performances. We believe our proposed framework will be a
valuable addition to the event-related pattern identification of
EEG signals. In this paper, the analysis has been limited to the
phase coupling measure PLV alone. Our future work will focus
on employing more network measures to further improve the
classification results.
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